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MBDA RECEIVES CAPABILITY SUSTAINMENT ORDER FOR ASRAAM
MBDA has received a contract worth over £300M from the United Kingdom’s Ministry of Defence
(MoD) that ensures the Royal Air Force remains equipped with the highly capable infra-red guided
air-to-air missile, ASRAAM. The contract covers the supply of new missiles to refresh the existing
inventory of ASRAAM. Value for money is ensured through the re-use of components from other
MBDA products such as the Common Anti-air Modular Missile (CAMM).
The missiles will be produced at MBDA’s new Bolton manufacturing and assembly site that will be
commissioned in mid-2016. The engineering activities are being carried out at MBDA sites in
Stevenage and Bristol. This programme and associated workload around domestic and export
programmes using the core CAMM system, will sustain 400 jobs across the MBDA sites and at a
number of other UK suppliers. The sustainment of these production facilities also ensures that
ASRAAM remains available for overseas customers and future exports.
Dave Armstrong, Executive Group Director Technical and Managing Director UK of MBDA said, “I
strongly welcome this decision. This contract will deliver value to the MoD and keep the Royal Air
Force equipped with an air defence capability that provides operational advantage wherever it flies.
It illustrates the importance of the joint MoD and MBDA approach to delivering world leading
complex weapons capability and will ensure that essential and unique UK skills, technologies and
facilities, such as our new £30M state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Bolton, are sustained for
the future. Finally, the RAF's commitment to this capability will also enhance future export success
and we look forward to extending the joint government and industry approach to securing further
ASRAAM customers.”

Notes to editors:
ASRAAM is the Advanced Short Range Air-to-Air Missile (ASRAAM) in service with the RAF on the
Tornado and Typhoon, the Royal Australian Air Force on the F/A-18 Hornet and on order for the
Indian Air Force’s Jaguars.
The missile flies at over Mach 3 and its sleek, agile airframe, powerful motor, sophisticated seeker
and software designed to defeat current and future countermeasures, ensure that the missile can fly
faster and further than competing short range air-to-air missiles.
The Common Anti-air Modular Missile (CAMM) is the new missile for the Royal Navy and British Army
for their surface launched air defence needs.
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With a significant presence in five European countries and within the USA, in 2014 MBDA achieved a
turnover of 2.4 billion euros with an order book of 12.6 billion euros. With more than 90 armed
forces customers in the world, MBDA is a world leader in missiles and missile systems.
MBDA is the only group capable of designing and producing missiles and missile systems that
correspond to the full range of current and future operational needs of the three armed forces (land,
sea and air). In total, the group offers a range of 45 missile systems and countermeasures products
already in operational service and more than 15 others currently in development.
MBDA is jointly held by AIRBUS Group (37.5%), BAE SYSTEMS (37.5%), and FINMECCANICA (25%).
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